Selective language deterioration in chronic schizophrenia
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SUMMARY Chronic schizophrenics as a group were inferior to controls on tests of neuropsychological function. When divided into groups according to length of illness they differed from each other primarily in tests of language. No other deficits in cognitive function progressed; the performance of the patients on memory, visuo-spatial tasks, rate of information processing and abstract thinking did not decline according to length of illness. The results indicate that chronic schizophrenia is characterised by a selective deterioration of language, which correlates with the notion that schizophrenia may be associated with left hemisphere dysfunction.

Chronic schizophrenia has been associated with cognitive abnormality in addition to behavioural and thought disorder.1 However, the specific cognitive deficits proposed have been many and varied, contradictory reports abound and little agreement can be found as to the nature of the intellectual impairment. Verbal functions usually are considered preserved relative to those of performance,2 but the reverse has also been reported.3 Other deficits attributed to the schizophrenic disorder are reduced attention span,4 5 inability to learn new material,6 7 and a decreased rate of information processing.8 It has been proposed that in aged schizophrenic patients, dementia is a function of the natural degenerative process of ageing and not related at all to the disease process of schizophrenia itself.9 18 It has also been suggested that mental deterioration is secondary to the effect of chronic hospitalisation,11 and that intellectual deficits remain stable and may even improve with time.12 13 These contradictory reports are at least in part, owing to the differing conditions under which the studies were performed. Some of them were performed on schizophrenic patients during acute attacks of the disease; while others were on chronic schizophrenics hospitalised for prolonged periods. Still others were conducted only on elderly schizophrenic patients. We have attempted to reassess the question of mental deterioration in chronic schizophrenia to bypass the problems of acute changes. An outpatient population, the majority under the age of 50 years, were chosen to avoid problems of senescence and chronic hospitalisation. We administered a rigorous battery of neuropsychological tests of language, memory, abstract thinking, rate of information processing and visuo-spatial functions. These tests were given to groups of chronic schizophrenic patients, differing from each other in the length of their illness. If mental deterioration is part of the symptomatology of chronic schizophrenia, a changing pattern of cognitive performance should occur.

Patients

Eighty-eight patients were drawn from four outpatient psychiatric clinics after reviewing their records. Only those with a definite diagnosis of schizophrenia confirmed by at least two psychiatrists and made during a previous hospitalisation in a psychiatric department, were included in the study. Eleven of the 88 were excluded from the final analysis either because they refused to complete the battery or because they had no formal education. The remaining 77 had all received major tranquillisers at some time during their illness and 57 (76.6%) were receiv-
ing them at the time of testing. Five (6.5%) had received electroconvulsive therapy, two (2.5%) insulin shock therapy and none had undergone frontal lobectomy.

The patients were divided into three groups according to the length of illness from time of diagnosis: Group I—1–7 years; Group II—8–15 years; Group III—>15 years. Data on the patient's age, sex, education and drug history at time of testing are shown in table 1. A control group was drawn from patients hospitalised in a general hospital for illnesses other than psychiatric or neurological. Informed consent was obtained from all tested.

Table 1  Subject population data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schizophrenic subjects</th>
<th>Group I (1–7 years)</th>
<th>Group II (8–15 years)</th>
<th>Group III (16–23 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Ss</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age at testing</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age range</td>
<td>21–38</td>
<td>24–43</td>
<td>32–61*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Ss on drugs</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at time of testing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Control Subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Ss</th>
<th>Group I</th>
<th>Group II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Ss</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age at testing</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age range</td>
<td>21–38</td>
<td>39–69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*There were 6 subjects older than age 50.

Methods

A neuropsychological battery tested specific cognitive functions. It was presented to each subject individually over two 25 minute sessions on separate days and included tests of language, visuo-spatial perception, memory, abstract thinking and rate of information processing. For details of this test, see Appendix 1. The test was administered in a quiet room of the psychiatric clinic following the patient's regular visit to his physician. Only the examiner and subject were present during the test. Controls were tested in a single session during a brief hospitalisation for non-neurological, non-psychiatric illnesses.

Results

Schizophrenic patients, as a group, were inferior to the controls on virtually all 42 tests administered, but these differences were statistically significant for only seven tests, six of which were of language (differences among groups were determined by a one-way ANOVA) (table 2). Post-hoc t tests showed that the differences occurred only between Group III and Group II; no differences were found between Group I and Group II. Performances by Group III were consistently inferior to their age-matched controls, so the schizophrenic patients had an overall deficit of function not related to their age. However, the chronicity of the disease had a specific effect on language.

The most affected language tests were confrontation naming and body part naming, followed by the word productions tests of fluency and category naming. In confrontation, Group III could only name about 45% of the items compared with 60% for Group II and 60% for Group I. Word production was also low where controls achieved nine words per minute; Group III only produced four; Group II, six to seven and Group I, eight. The naming errors of the schizophrenic patients were primarily anomic with an occasional verbal paraphasic error, generally related by category to the word in question, for example, horse instead of unicorn. Phonemic paraphasic errors, neologisms or other bizzare words were not elicited.

While there was a decline in comprehension of complex ideational material (sentences), comprehension of simple commands, writing, and repetition of automised sequences were not affected. The one non-language test that showed significant deterioration in Group III, visual organisation, required recognition of dismembered pictures of common objects and identification by verbal report. In the light of the deficiencies on the naming tests, it was not clear whether the deficit here was due to the inability to organise the pieces of the picture into a whole or to name it. There were no differences among the groups for right–left orientation, house assembly and facial recognition, the other visuo-spatial tests.

Immediate memory (digit span) was virtually
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the same for each of the three groups as was learning of word sequences in supra span. No differences in performance were seen in two high performance, timed tests: the paced sequential addition tests and the trail making test. Group III was able to add successively presented digits at all rates with just as few errors as Group II, and Group II performed as well as Group I on this test. Similarly, Group III did not take longer than Group II, and Group II than Group I in the Parts A or B of trail making. These results reinforce the idea that progressive decline in cognitive function is specific to language processes, particularly in oral production.

In a separate analysis, the schizophrenic groups were joined together and then divided according to presence or absence of paranoia and compared on all tests. There were no differences on any of the tests with two exceptions, confrontation naming ($t=-2.18$, $p<0.05$) and supra span ($t=1.97$, $p>0.5$), where the paranoid patients performed better than those without paranoia in the first and the non paranoid patients better in the second.

Discussion

The results indicate that progressive cognitive dysfunction in the area of language is part of the symptom complex of chronic schizophrenia. Since no other functions were affected, including tests of memory, attention and rate of processing, the deterioration process is quite selective and not a general decline in cerebral functions. While disorders of language are not uncommon in schizophrenia, their relationship to aphasia is not clear. Characteristics of schizophrenic language, such as associative loosening, tangentiality and illogicality are uncommon in aphasia whereas comprehension of spoken language, spontaneous speech, repetition and reading, characteristically impaired in aphasia, may be intact. However, there appears to be a subgroup of schizophrenic patients with disorders of language in whom aphasic deficits of anomia, paraphasia and neologisms appear during the progress of the disease. Our patient population seems to belong to such a subgroup of schizophrenic patients.

It seems unlikely that the language defects were due to the ageing process rather than the schizophrenia itself. Language functions are generally preserved in the elderly and do not deteriorate with time. Moreover, the mean age of the oldest group of schizophrenic patients was 45 years, the eldest being only 61 years old. When this group was compared to the older control group, whose mean age was 53 (range 36–69), the performance of the controls was still found to be superior. One source of cognitive decline reported for schizophrenic patients has been the factor of hospitalisation. This factor was avoided in our results since all patients were ambulatory and hospitalised only during acute relapses. It is concluded that the present results reflect effects of the disorder.

The present results indicate that chronic schizophrenia is characterised by a selective deterioration of cognitive functions in the area of language, indicative of left hemisphere dysfunction. The findings correlate with the notion that schizophrenia is associated with left hemisphere dysfunction as determined by left temporal abnormalities seen in power-spectra electroencephalograms, more left-sidedness in measures of handedness, footedness and eyedness, and on verbal tests. It is not clear, however, that there is a general left hemisphere deficit since many of the tests showing no progressive decline could also be attributed to the left hemisphere. On the other hand, all test performances were deficient relative to controls showing some general lowering of performance with a progression only in the area of language.
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Appendix

Testing procedure—neurophysiological battery

I Language tests (1–3, 5–11 were adapted from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination).

(1) Body-part naming: the subject was asked to name nine different body parts indicated by the examiner.

(2) Visual confrontation naming: the subject was to name 24 items each drawn on an individual card and shown to the subject.

(3) Category naming (animals): the subject was to list orally as many animals as he could for 90 seconds. He was scored on the best consecutive 45 seconds.

(4) Fluency: the subject was to list orally as many words as he could for three different letters in the alphabet. He was allowed 90 seconds for each letter and was scored on the best consecutive 45 seconds.

(5) Commands: the subject was to carry out four different commands such as “put the pencil on top of the card, then put it back.”

(6) Complex ideational material: the subject was to respond to six different questions such as: “Will a board sink in water?”

(7) Oral agility: the subject was to carry out as rapidly as possible repeated mouth movements such as “pursing the lips” and words such as “tip-top.”

(8) Automatised sequences: the subject was to recite the months of the year forwards and backwards. The test was timed.

(9) Spelling: the subject was to identify orally four words spelled aloud.

(10) Written confrontation: the subject was to write out the names of six pictured items.

(11) Written formulation: the subject was shown a picture in which a child was falling off a stool while taking cookies from a jar and his mother, also in the kitchen, was washing dishes at a sink overflowing with water. The subject was to write a description of the picture in as much detail as possible.

II Visuo-spatial perception tasks

(1) Test of visual neglect: the subject was shown a sheet of paper on which 49 2 cm lines arranged in seven rows appeared to be randomly disposed. The task was to cross out all the lines on the sheet.

(2) Right–left orientation: the subject was asked to indicate various body parts with the ipsilateral or contralateral hand.

(3) Visual organisation test: the subject was shown pictures of common objects which had been dismembered and asked to identify the objects. Ten such pictures were shown.

(4) Benton's facial recognition test: the subject was shown a face and then asked to identify it from a group of similar profiles.

(5) Three-dimensional house: the subject was shown
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III Memory tests
(1) Immediate memory was tested by a string of digits of four, five and six numbers. Immediately after presentation, the subject was to repeat the digits in the same order as the presentation.
(2) Recent memory or ability to learn new materials was evaluated by two nine-item supra-span tasks, one of which was an associated word list and the other a random word list.
(3) Remote memory was evaluated by five questions on well-known historical events such as: “Who was the first President of the State of Israel?”

IV Rate of information processing
The paced auditory serial addition tests were composed of three trials of fourteen digits each, recorded at intervals of 2.5 s in the first trial, 2.0 s in the second trial and 1.5 s in the third trial. Subjects were told that they would hear a list of numbers, one after the other. They were instructed to add the numbers serially, that is the first to the second, the third to the sum of the first two and so on. Practice trials were given until it was clear that the subject understood the task.

V Abstraction
Trail-making test: the subject was presented with a sheet of paper on which were scattered the numbers 1–10 and the first 10 letters of the alphabet. The subject was required to connect the numeral one to the first letter of the alphabet. He was to continue connecting the numbers to the letters in alternating ascending order until he reached 10. This was a timed test.
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